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THE ACCENTUAL PROFILE OF VEDIC NOMINAL PARADIGMS

The contribution attempts to systematise the paradigmatic accentual behaviour of Vedic nominal stems (§1) and seeks to provide diachronic reasoning behind the synchronic state of affairs, especially as regards any secondary contours in stably mobile paradigms (§3) and the rise of immobility (§2).
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Chapter 1: Synchronically speaking, paradigm-bound accentual contour (AC) of any Vedic nominal declensional pattern can be said

Л. Репаншек
(Люблянский университет, Словения)

Акцентные типы ведийских именных парадигм

В статье предпринята попытка выявить закономерности в акцентуации ведийских именных основ. Рассматриваются случаи сохранения статических парадигм и расширение их числа, а также эволюция каждого из динамических типов. Автор формулирует правило, согласно которому «любая многосложная основа, по своему происхождению относящаяся к динамическим парадигмам, если она в сильных падежах имеет ударение на корне, утратившем аблиаутные чередования, переходит в статические парадигмы».

Автор последовательно соотносит место ударения с словообразовательными особенностями. Например, ведийские формы композитов типа татпуруша сопоставляются с авестийскими, в том числе композиты со вторым элементом -a(N)c-.

Завершает статью экскурс, посвященный слову kanyān- ‘девушка, девочка’ (Nom. sg. kanyā, Acc. sg. kanyānām ← *kanyānam < *kaniyānam; в слабых падежах kani̇n-) в (раннем) ведийском. Ожидалась бы гистеродинамическая парадигма: Nom. sg. *kni-H3́n > *kani̇-ā, Acc. sg. *kni-H3́n -m > kani̇-ān-am, перед гласным в окончании косвенных падежей * kni-H3́n- > *kani̇n-, но в ходе развития уже в ведийском языке слово перешло в стативную акцентную парадигму склонения.

Ключевые слова: ведийский язык, именная морфология, ударение, акцентно-аблаутные парадигмы, ведийск. kanyān- ‘девушка, девочка’.

§ 1. Synchronically speaking, paradigm-bound accentual contour (AC) of any Vedic nominal declensional pattern can be said
to belong to one of the following six patterns, two of which are immobile (columnar), and the rest (mostly marginally) mobile:\textsuperscript{1,2}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>\textit{acrocolumnar}</th>
<th>\textit{mesocolumnar}</th>
<th>\textit{amphidynamic}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the strong stem (S)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the weak stem (W)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
<td>T\textsuperscript{V}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the middle stem (M)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
<td>T\textsuperscript{C}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{proterodynamic} | \textit{hysterodynamic} | \textit{holodynamic}   |

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the strong stem (S)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the weak stem (W)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the middle stem (M)</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>Sx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\section*{§ 1.1. Membership}
\subsection*{§ 1.1.1. Immobile / columnar patterns}

I. \textit{The acrocolumnar AC}

Inherited members:

a) Proto-Indo-European (PIE) barytone thematic (*\textit{CV}C-o-) stems (including *\textit{-e-H}\textsubscript{2} feminatives);

b) The primarily acrostic root-noun S \textit{gāv} -, W \textit{gāv} -, M \textit{gó} - ‘bull/cow’ < *\textit{g}\textsuperscript{2}ου*/*\textit{g}\textsuperscript{2}ευ-; note, however, that if \textit{gāv} - is categorised as a root noun, its immobility is in fact unexpected. There is no

\textsuperscript{1} NB As will be noticed, the terminology for the mobile patterns is simply borrowed from the customary system used in Indo-European linguistics to describe the types of accentual curves relevant for the parent language. For the immobile patterns I have for the purposes of at least minimal terminological differentiation replaced the term \textit{static} with \textit{columnar}, which, however, amounts to the same thing as far as the curve itself (and \textit{only} the curve) is concerned. Note that in Indo-European comparative linguistics these terms also imply the type of ablaut (\textit{e-, o-} or zero-grade) that is automatically patterned with the respective accentual profile, which of course plays no such role in the case of the Vedic system, so that the terminology applied here (in as much as it overlaps with its concurrent use to describe IE paradigmatic classes, that is to say \textit{accent and ablaut} paradigms) should be understood literally, i.e., referring to the type of accent movement only.

\textsuperscript{2} First systematised in purely synchronic terms and for essentially pedagogical purposes in Repanšek 2017: 33.
apparent reason why any root noun, regardless of whether it reflects an acrostatic or an amphidynamic PIE non-affixal deradical derivative, would fail to surface as mobile (if mobile in PIE) or secondarily mobilised (if acrostatic in PIE) in Vedic. The acro-columnar curve of *g̣av- cannot therefore be the direct result of its PIE heritage but rather it is its inherited immobility that helped to create the crucial link between the G/Abl. sg. form gōṣ and the mesocolumnar paradigm of u-stems, which – as far as the accentual pattern is concerned – this monosyllabic stem in all reality follows and as such effectively evades accentual mobilisation that affected the category of originally immobile monosyllabic root nouns (meaning those that were indeed interpretable as such on the synchronic level), cf. infra;

c) CáC-an- neuters from PIE acrostatic neuter nasal stems *
CóC-ŋ-/*CéC-ŋ-;

d) The only two neuter heteroclitcs to escape the inner-Vedic restructuring via velar (and whenever dissimilated, virtually dental) excrescence in the NAsg., viz. áhar-/áhn- ‘day’ < *(H)ádjºar/ *(H)ádjºn- ← *(H)oj³h- r/ *(H)oj³h- n- (or rather *(H)ê³h- n-) and áðhar-/áðhn- ‘udder’ ← *(H)uHdºr/ *(H)uHdh-n′ ← *(H)óuHdº- r/ *(H)uHdº- n′ (← *(H)éuHdº- n-);

e) PIE sigmatic neuters *CéC-os- ~ *CéC-es- (including their compositional forms in exocentric compounds °CáC-as-) and *CéC-u-s- simplexes, as well as jyótiṣ- ‘radiance’ as the only neuter -iṣ-stem to escape secondary oxytonisation (see below) due to its being synchronically reinterpreted as a stem in -ti-;

f) The active present/aorist participle of immobile derivational bases (Narten-presents, sigmatic aorists, a-(< *e-)-reduplicated presents, the intensive) and dethematic participles of any barytone thematics;

Newcomers:

a) The root noun nár- ‘man’ < PIE *H₂ner-, due to a combination of two innovations, viz. the introduction of a neo-prevocalic stem nár- for expected *n¬ar- < *H₂nr- and subsequent levelling of the accent (with the exception of the Gpl. nar-ām and its restructuring nˇr/ṁnám), and the fact that the noun was not

---

3 Cf. Wackernagel/Debrunner 1954: §6bβ for the same proposal.
4 The only potential candidate in this group being nám-an- ‘name’ (if from *H₁nóm-ŋ), which, however, is ultimately ambiguous.
5 For PIE °C(e)C-és- with the accent position secondarily levelled in from the simplex.
synchronously treated as a root noun but as a stem in -r- and therefore expectedly kept the accent on what in this case happened to be also the first syllable even in the middle cases (ni- as in, e.g., pi-ri- etc., for which see below); b) The otherwise mobile monosyllabic root nouns (if looked at as separate entities, but otherwise, i.e., from the point of view of the entire nexus, mesocolumnar) as second members of compounds and, by association, any synchronically polysyllabic root nouns (such as reduplicated formations and opaque compounds)⁶; c) The present participle active of i/u-reduplicated presents by levelling the pattern with the inherited state of affairs in the inherently immobile a-(< *e-)-reduplicated presents (since the latter group were accented on the reduplication syllable); d) Deadverbal (and marginally desubstantival or deadjectival) adjectives in -a(N)c- if the derivational base was structurally either (C)VCa(-) or, alternatively, ended in -i- or -u- within a monosyllabic structure (with the notable but expected exception of sú-, for which see below); e) The inherently immobile (!) possessive (relational) adjectives in -v/mant-, except when the derivational base was a disyllabic oxytone -i-, -ú-, -(á)r- or -án- stem (see §3 for particulars); f) All polysyllabic derived mobile stems with inherited original root-accentuation in the strong forms and concomitant stabilisation of root ablaut. Here belong: α) CáC-van- ~ CáC-us- neuters, continuing (through an early paradigm split) the group of PIE proterodynamic neuter heteroclites *CéC-ų́-/*CC-ų́n-; β) The proterodynamic/acrostatic neuter sávar (sun)light; sun’, W analogically sûr-⁷ but Gsg., Lsg. sávar <*súH₂-⁻/⁻/ ⁶ An exception to this is the numeral (an old dual) aṣṭā ‘eight’ < *H₂ok-tó-H₁, which behaves exactly like sás ‘six’, being synchronically an entirely opaque formation and therefore in its oblique cases, which are in any case completely secondary creations, adapted to the pattern of root nouns. The curve may originally have been mesocolumnar, i.e., synchronised with the pattern of feminine ā-stems, and would have probably stayed as such if it were not for the peculiar end-accented genitive plural form (aṣṭānām), which, as is plainly obvious, had been levelled in from the rest of the numerals in the 5-10 group. As such, aṣṭā, having no analysable suffix, was in fact closer to sás than to an ā-stem and would have changed its allegiance accordingly. ⁷ The hapax legomenon sūrē in RVS IV.3.8b displays peripheral transition into the pattern typical of root nouns, since eventually at least the
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γ) CáC-m/van- neuters from PIE proterodynamic neuter nasal stems *CéC-mn-/*CC-mén-;

δ) Probably svá-sar-, W svá-sr- < *sué-sor- ~ *sué-sr- ‘sister’ (if it is assumed that the first member of such a compound would not have exhibited an active ablaut pattern in PIE (*sué- : **su-) and hence had a fixed accent on *sué- while regularly ablauting the second member; otherwise to be treated under ε. below);

ε) vīś-an- ‘bull (of a man); virile, vigorous’ < PIE *(H₂)u]̣s-en- (either by an old, purely oppositional accent⁸, for which cf. also PPr. *warṣan- < *w]̣r]̣s- and Gr. ἀρσήν, with Lat. verrēs being ultimately ambiguous, or for original *H₂uér]̣s-on-/H₂u]̣rs-n-⁹);

ζ) All PIE holodynamic stems with levelled-out suffix-accentuation in originally trisyllabic strong cases and concomitant stabilisation of root ablaut: *CéC-oC- vs. *CeC-óC-(C)V° (by the kʰet]̣ores-rule) ⇒ *CéC-oC- vs. *CeC-oC-(C)V°, including the derived (originally mesodynamic) femina-

tives. Here belong:

α') Comparatives in CáC-(ī)ya(m)s-, W/M CáC-(ī)yas-¹⁰ ← PIE holodynamic *CéC-īos-/CéC-is-;

β') All CáC-tar-, i.e., habitual, agent nouns (including the synchronically associated bhr]̣-tar- ‘brother’ and náp-

secondary weak stem could have been interpreted as belonging to that category, but note that in this particular case such a nonce accentual transgression was probably (additionally?) prompted by the following adjective bhr]̣até. The neo-prevocalic stem itself is of course entirely analogous (parallely also in Young Avestan) and easily imitates the ratio in the only other structurally comparable stem available, which was yūvan- : yún- < *juHan-, *iuHn-.


¹⁰ The oblique stem of Vedic comparatives is adapted to the pattern of -v/mant-stems, from which it also (just like the perfect participle) draws its secondary nasal in the strong stem: *-w]̣ant- (the length analogous to the pf. ptcp.) vs. *-iāNs- = *-wat- : x => *-iās-.
tar- ‘descendant, (grand)son’\(^{11}\), but excluding mā-iār- ‘mother’, which takes on the accentual profile of its antonym pi-tār- ‘father’), going back to PIE secondarily barytonised originally holodynamic derivatives in *-ter-;

\(\gamma'\) The very few survivors of PIE holodynamic nasal stems in *-(m/v)en- with preserved root accentuation (such as áš-mān- ‘stone’ < *H\(_2\)ék-mon-, tāks-ān- ‘carpenter’ < *tē=īk- on-, and rāj-an- ‘ruler’ < *H\(_3\)rēg-on-)\(^{12}\);

\(\delta'\) The only inherited holodynamic i-stem to survive in Indo-Iranian, viz. sákh-āy-/sákh-i- ‘companion’ < *sók\(^{\u0265}\)-H\(_2\)-oi-/*sok\(^{\u0265}\)-H\(_2\)-i-;

\(\varepsilon'\) The nasal stems yúvān-, W yûn-, M yúva- ‘a youth; young’ < *jū-Hān-/*jūn-/*jū-Ha- < *H\(_3\)jū-H\(_3\)on-/*H\(_2\)jū-H\(_3\)i-/H\(_3\)i-’ < *H\(_2\)jēu-H\(_3\)on-/*H\(_2\)iu-H\(_3\)n-/’ < *H\(_2\)iu-H\(_3\)- and sṵān- ~ šūn- ~ švā- ‘dog’ ← *ku-ôn-/*ku-n-/’ *ku-ṇ-’ by virtue of the strong stem sṵān- having been interpreted as equivalent to the root morpheme;

\(\eta\) All proterodynamic vocalic stems with retained root-accentuation in the strong stem, thus, in effect, CáC-i- and CáC-u- derivatives;

II. The mesocolumnar AC

Inherited members:

a) Oxytone thematic stems (including their feminatives in *-é-H\(_2\)-);

b) Mesostatic vocalic stems involving the accent-attracting suffixal conglomerate *-i-H\(_2\)- (originally probably so at least when dethematic);

c) Individualised relational derivatives in -in-, which, since bound to o-stems (*-o- → *-i- + *-n-) could display no ablaut in the suffix and hence were immune to any kind of accent movement;

\(^{11}\) Though originally and in the strong cases (as well as in the relic middle stem nād- < *nabd- < *nēpt-) still a dental stem (PIE *nép-ot- if not indeed *né-pot-), nāptar- is synchronically essentially suppletive, behaving as any root-accented -tar-stem in the weak (and the middle) cases (back formed from the neo-genitival form *nāptarš > nāptur, which arose by semantic association, as was also the case with sākhyur ‘companion’, pātyur ‘husband’ and jānýur ‘wife’).

\(^{12}\) Note that óman- in RVS V.43.13b is a neuter action noun ‘aid, support’ and not an agent noun (pace RiVeLex II s.v.), as also correctly recognised in Schneider 2010: 124–125.
d) (\(-iṣ-\), \(-ūṣ-\), and \(-ās-\) animates, since these were simply matrix oxytone internal derivatives to their already non-ablauting inanimate pairs, replicating (and in the case of sigmatic es-stems probably indirectly continuing) the inherited derivational ratio \(*Cé C-C- \rightarrow *CC-éC-\);  

Newcomers:

a) All \(-iṣ-\) neuters (with the exception of jyōtiṣ-\), for which see above) by analogy with the kravīṣ-type, where accent progression was regular by Lubotsky’s Law\(^{14}\) (this also explains why only those stems whose suffixal vowel could synchronically be identified with \(*i < *H\) were affected by this apparently across-the-board oxytonisation process);

b) Derivative ū-stems (S -ū-, W -ūv-, M -ū-) with stable \(*-ū-H_2-\) (under the pressure of their structural and functional counterparts, viz. the immobile \(*-i-H_2-\) stems) for PIE, strictly speaking, hystero-dynamic \(*-u-éH_2-/*-u-H_2-’\), but in terms of what synchronically would have appeared to be the suffix in fact already inherited as superficially mesocolumnar;

c) Polysyllabic derived mobiles with generalised suffix-accentuation if and only if originally incapable of desinential accentuation in the weak cases – a group which naturally comprises all proterodynamic -i- and -u- stems with unretained root-accentuation in the strong stem. The only exception to the otherwise steadily columnar curve is the genitive plural, which beyond any doubt reflects the relic accent position (cf. Nielsen 2009: 386 for the same view), as is proved by the steadily suffix-accented genitive plural in the immobile puruṣī-~ tanū-type (which would even under different circumstances, i.e., had the case form in question not been subjected to a remodelling under the influence of the properly vocalic stems, simply have been \**-i-\(a\)Ham). This view basically amounts to claiming that in structural terms the renewed Gpl. of

---

\(^{13}\) Here with a few secondary exceptions such as tāpuṣ- ‘hot’, cáksuṣ- ‘seeing’ and vápuṣ- ‘wonderous’ due to their synchronic root-ablaut restrictions (**tp-, *kṣ-, **up-) and subsequent accent relegation (as in, say, unreduplicated thematic aorist, where \(*CaC-ā- < *CεC-ā-\) basically regularly \(→ CάC-a-\)).

\(^{14}\) For the formulation of which see Lubotsky 1992.
vocalic stems (-\(\text{\textit{\textbar{n}a}}\text{\textbar{a}m}\) - \(-\text{\textit{\textbar{n}ám}\)) still functioned as a fundamentally vocalic desinence\(^{15}\);

d) The only surviving holodynamic sigmatic stem \(\text{\textit{\textbar{u}s}}\text{-\textbar{a}s}\) ‘dawn’ < \(*H_2\text{\textit{\textbar{u}s}}\text{-\textbar{ö}s}\) ← \(*H_2\text{\textit{\textbar{e}u}s}\text{-\textbar{ö}s}\) < \(*H_2\text{\textit{\textbar{e}}}\text{\textbar{u}s}\text{-\textbar{o}s}\) by virtue of its having been drawn into the group of animate immobile (mesocolumnar) sigmatic stems in \(-\text{\textbar{a}s}\) (but with a residue of a synchronically defective — since morphologically opaque —, though essentially mobile Gsg. \(\text{\textit{\textbar{u}s}}\text{-\textbar{a}s}\) and Apl. \(\text{\textit{\textbar{u}s}}\text{-\textbar{a}s}\)), although typologically comparable to the above cases of holodynamic stems with levelled-out suffix-accentuation in originally trisyllabic strong cases;

e) The inherently immobile possessive (relational) adjectives in \(-\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{m}ant-}\) whenever the derivational base was a disyllabic oxytone \(-\text{\textbar{i}-\text{-\textbar{u}}\text{-\textbar{a}}\text{-\textbar{r}}\text{-\textbar{a}}\text{-\textbar{n}}\text{-}\) stem (cf. the above mentioned acrocolumnar counterparts and v. inf. for a full discussion);

f) The perfect participle active \(\text{\textit{\textbar{C}}\text{\textbar{v}}-\text{\textbar{C}}\text{\textbar{C}}\text{-\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{a}}(\text{\textit{N}}\text{-})\text{-}\), \(\text{\textit{\textbar{W}}\text{\textit{C}}\text{\textbar{C}}\text{-\textbar{u}s}-\), \(\text{\textit{\textbar{M}}\text{\textit{C}}\text{\textbar{C}}\text{-\textbar{v}â-t}-\), heavily remodelled from PIE holodynamic \(*\text{\textbar{C}}\text{\textbar{e}}-\)

---

\(^{15}\) This is in effect also the AC category to which the monosyllabic \(\text{\textbar{i}}\text{-}\)stem \(\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{ê}}\text{\textbar{î}}\text{\textbar{ë}}\) and, via its G/Abl. sg. \(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{ô}}\text{\textbar{s}}\) (see above), the root noun \(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{â}}\text{\textbar{-}}\)belong, behaving, as they do, exactly like disyllabic \(\text{\textbar{i}}\text{-\textbar{u}}\)-stems with suffix accentuation in the strong cases (i.e., synchronically, a mesocolumnar type with residual end-accentuation in the genitive plural). Note, however, that in the case of \(\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{ê}}\text{\textbar{î}}\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{v}}\text{-\textbar{ê}}\text{-\textbar{f}i\text{-\textbar{n}}}\text{-} \)no prevocalic weak stem is actually attested, but a form like \(*\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{â}y}\text{\textbar{e}}\) for the Dsg. is actually more than certain on the evidence of the Gsg. \(\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{ê}}\text{\textbar{s}}\). As far as I am concerned, the Indo-Iranian paradigm is most elegantly explained as reflecting an old acrostic stem \(*\text{\textbar{(s)}}\text{\textbar{H}}_2\text{\textbar{u}ôî}s\text{/}\text{\textbar{(s)}}\text{\textbar{H}}_2\text{\textbar{ê}u}ê\text{\textbar{s}}\) (concerning the \(\text{\textbar{s}}\)-mobile consider pre-Anatolian \(*\text{\textbar{u}ôî}s\) by regular deletion of the laryngeal in a tautosyllabic \(*\text{\textbar{s}}HR\text{-}\)sequence, but note Nikolaev 2009: 477, who would rather see here the result of de Saussure’s Law, which, of course, depends on the relative ordering of the two phenomena), which, after yielding the attested Nsg. \(*\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}î}s\) and Gsg. \(*\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}î}s\) (the Dsg. being simply \(*\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}}\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{a}î} \)and the Gpl. \(*\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}î}-\text{\textbar{a}Ham}\) was subjected to a regularisation on the model of the proterodynamic \(\text{\textbar{i}}\)-stems (the only other category to have had an \(*\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{a}î}-\text{\textbar{s}}\) sequence in the Gsg.) by the proportion \(*\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{a}î}-\text{\textbar{s}}\) : \(*\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{i}}\text{-\textbar{s}}\) = \(*\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}î}s\text{-}\) : \(x\Rightarrow\text{\textbar{w}}\text{\textbar{â}î}s\), whence the middle cases in \(*\text{\textbar{w}î-}\) alongside the Vedic end-accented genitive plural form (against the old, basically static Av. \(\text{\textbar{v}}\text{\textbar{â}i}\text{\textbar{â}m}\), which in its mobility cannot but copy the pattern of mesocolumnar \(\text{\textbar{i}}\)-stems (see, however, Zair 2011 for a radically different view of things). This is also the reason why the genitive plurals of \(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{â}}\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{v}}\text{-\textbar{ê}}\text{-\textbar{i}}\text{-\textbar{f}i\text{-\textbar{n}}}\text{-}\) differ, the former preserving the old root-accented form (\(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{â}}\text{\textbar{-}}\text{\textbar{â}m}\), with a secondary \(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{ô}}\text{-\textbar{n}-\textbar{ê}m}\) by treating the oblique \(\text{\textbar{g}}\text{\textbar{ô}}\)- as a basically vocalic stem), while the latter inevitably copies the end-accented Gpl. from the stem-type which it also follows \textit{morphologically}.\)}
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CeC-úös-/Ce-CC-us-’← *Ce-CéC-úos-/Ce-CC-us-’ under the influence of (suffix-accented) adjectives in -v/mant- (see below);

g) The muddied compound anad-váḥ- (Nsg. *anad-wáns ← *anad-wáś < *anad-wáś < *anad-wáṭ < *anad-wáṭ), W anad-úḥ- (*anaz-udś ← *anaz-udś-), M anad-úd- ‘ox’ (< *anad-ud- < *anaz-ud-), whose second member was remodelled under the influence of the perfect participle active for PIE *H3en=os-úǵʰ-/<úǵʰ- and therefore either copies the latter’s accentual profile or, which is more likely, has simply acquired a secondary immobile character since it appears in composition (a fate that would arguably have also affected °hán- if it were not for the non-nucleic structure of the root in prevocalic position: °ghn-, so that the accent had to be relegated to the next possible vowel, which, under this view of things, simply happened to be the ending);

h) Nasal -m/ván- stems with roots terminating in synchronically segmental consonants, for the very banal reason that these (with a few very archaic exceptions that rather display the application of the áśnas-rule, namely Isg. áśnā, Gsg. áśnas < *H2śk-n-V < *H2śk-mn-V- and the practically adverbialised mahinā-type < *mēṅ=H2-n-ēH₁ < *mēṅ=H2-mn-ēH₁) systematically ousted the prevocalic zero-grade allomorph of the suffix and hence equalised it with the strong form – a procedure that naturally induced accent relegation: -C-m/ván- → -C-m/ván-V (< *C-m/uvn-V-);

i) Adjectival “derivatives” in -á(N)c- from adverbs (and secondarily but only marginally also nouns) ending in °a- whenever the adverb/the derivational base itself was oxytone;\(^\text{16}\)

j) The fragmentarily attested nasal stem kanván- ‘a (young) girl’ (see excursus for an explanation).

---

\(^{16}\) Note that this also includes viśva- ‘all, every’ by virtue of its being systematically oxytone when compounded, so that viśva- : viśvā° → *wifwā-Ha(N)f- > viśvānc- ~ viśvāc/k- ‘facing every (single) direction’.
§ 1.1.2. Mobile patterns
§ 1.1.2.1. Marginally mobile patterns

III. The amphidynamic AC

a) All simplex root nouns (be it mobile or immobile from the point of view of their PIE accent and ablaut pattern, in the latter case on analogy with the e/ø-ablauting mobile class), but excluding the originally immobile gāv- (which due to its G/Abl.sg. gōṣ, synchronically equatable and indeed equalised with -ō-ṣ of sūnōṣ & c., was accentually clinched and thus petrified under the pressure of the immobile contour of polysyllabic u-stems; cf. the case of vé-/vī-, which, through G/Abl.sg. vēṣ essentially does the exact same and takes on the structure-catered equivalent of the mesocolumnar pattern), including the secondarily immobilised nár- (for which see above), and the reinterpreted aorist participle active dánt- ~ dat-´ < *H₁d-ént-/*H₁d-ŋt-´ by virtue of an early escape (via lexicalisation) from the remodelling that generally affected all mobile present and aorist active participles, as well as the synchronically ablaut-less náuṣ, W nāv-´, M nau-´ ‘boat’, which after contraction (*náHu-, *náHu-`) takes on synchronic opacity and starts to behave in all respects as a root noun and as such simply follows the pattern of the likes of vāc- ~ vāc/k- 18. This category naturally also involves all monosyllabic ī- and ū-stems (= *CeḷH-/*CiH- and *CeuH-/*CuH-root nouns with generalised zero-grade roots), with strī- ‘woman’ being a secondary addition 19 on purely structural principles (S str-ī-,

---

17 Note that this is the only category in Vedic that regularly accents the consonantally anlauting desinences. In other words: does not differentiate between the weak and the middle cases. This is immediately understandable from the fact that no member of this accentual class actually possesses a synchronically analysable (cf. in this respect particularly the case of puṁs- ~ puṁ-´) suffix.

18 As far as the Apl. forms are concerned (which in Indo-Iranian count as weak), it is well known that these show an increasing tendency to copy the strong (i.e., root) accentuation of the Npl., regardless of whether they display diverging ablaut grades (in which case the unification process may also affect the latter aspect). In the case of monosyllabic ī- (including strī-) and ū-stems, the result of this process has been virtually regularised, since here the forms were synchronically identical and were equalised under the pressure of *-īṣas : *-iṣas, *-ūwas : *-uwas in the mesocolumnar ī-/ū-stems.

19 Since, etymologically speaking, this is a (haplologised; see Dunkel 2016) derived noun, it should be seen as primarily hysterodynamic, just as any
secondarily then also str-īy- on analogy with the dhī-type, W striyā° < *str-yā° by Sieverisation, M str-ī-C°);

b) The animate sigmatic noun pūm-a(N)s-\textsuperscript{20}, W puṁ-s-\textsuperscript{\textdegree}, M pum-bh° (< *pumz-) ~ puṁ-s° ‘male’ < *pūm-os-/pum-s-’ ← PIE *pēỵm-os-/pum-s’, since in the weak stem the suffix lost its vocalic nucleus that should have otherwise attracted the accent. Note that although these circumstances could also be viewed from an opposite angle, that is assigning pūm-a(N)s- ~ pum-s-’ to the underlyingly holodynamic type with the „middle“ form then simply failing to attract the accent, we would in such an event undoubtedly expect the accent to have been immobilised to **pūm-a(N)s- ~ **pūṁ-s- ~ **pūm- as in any other originally mobile derived stem with root-accentuation in the strong cases and stabilised root ablaut, so that it is obvious that pūm-a(N)s- behaves accentually as a monosyllabic root-noun and does so precisely due to the fact that it lacks a synchronically analysable suffix in the oblique.

IV. The proterodynamic AC


V. The hysterodynamic AC\textsuperscript{21}

Inherited members:

a) Originally hysterodynamic (-i- and) -u- stems with retained suffix-accentuation in the strong stem (alongside their expected standard residual genitive plural forms in -ī/ū-n-ām), including the PIE hysterodynamic u-stem dyáuṣ, W di-v-\textsuperscript{\textdegree}, M dy-ū-C° ‘sky’ < *dš-ēu-/*di-u-’/*di-u-’;

---

\textsuperscript{20} The nasal is secondary (and ultimately borrowed from -v/*mant-stems), as in all masculine sigmatic stems.

\textsuperscript{21} The locative singular of all nasal, u-, and r-stems regularly appears in the full grade (+ the increasingly obligatory -i as the ending proper to this case) and is as such expectedly suffix-accented (reflecting the inherited shape of the PIE endingless locative).
b) The active present/aorist participle of oxytone thematics (-ánt-, W -at-\(\overline{V}\), M -át-C\(\overline{C}\));

c) Stems in plain and complex nasal suffixes -(m/v)\(\hat{\text{a}}\)nt-\(\overline{22}\), continuing both holo- and hysterodynamic PIE nasal stems alike (in the case of the latter completely naturally and as far as the holodynamic PIE starting point is concerned, involving all those instances that generally avoided a generalisation of root-accentuation in the strong cases). This category also includes the verbal noun \(\hat{o}h\hat{\text{a}}n-\sim \hat{o}\text{ghn}-\sim \hat{o}h\hat{\text{a}}-\ < \hat{o}^\text{g}^\text{uh}\hat{\text{e}}\text{n}-, \hat{o}^\text{g}^\text{uh}n-, \hat{o}^\text{g}^\text{uh}\hat{\eta}-\) as a second member of verbal governing compounds, which was, in terms of its superficial structure, interpretable as effectively a nasal suffix (cf. supra), as well as the plural oblique stem of secondarily n-stemmed heteroclite neuters (for which see below);

d) The only reconstructible PIE holodynamic nasal stem in *-em-, viz. \(k\text{s}-\hat{\text{a}}m-, W j-m-\overline{V}, M k\text{s}-\hat{\text{a}}-C\overline{C}\) ‘earth’ < *\(d^h\text{g}^h\)-\(\hat{\text{om}}\) ← *\(d^h\text{g}^h\)-\(\hat{\text{o}}m/\hat{\text{g}}^h-m/-\hat{\text{d}}^h\text{g}^h-\hat{\eta}m\)-;

e) The mobile present/aorist active participles in -\(\hat{\text{a}}\)nt-, W -at-\(\overline{V}\), M -át-C\(\overline{C}\) < *-\(\hat{\text{e}}\text{n}/-\hat{\eta}t\)-, including the functionally adjectivised \(b\text{h}-\hat{\text{a}}\text{n}-\) ‘elevated’ < *\(b\text{h}\text{g}^h\)-\(\hat{\text{e}}\text{n}-\) and its early contamination victim \(m\text{h}-\hat{\text{a}}\text{n}-\), W \(m\text{h}-\text{at}-\), M \(m\text{h}-\hat{\text{a}}\text{t}-\) ‘great, big’ < *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2-\text{ont}/\*\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2-\hat{\eta}t\)-;

f) The survivors of PIE hysterodynamic, i.e., non-habitual agent nouns in S -\(\hat{\text{a}}\)m-, W -\(\text{tr}\)-\(\overline{V}\), M -t\(\text{f}\)-C\(\overline{C}\) < PIE *CC-tér/-*tr/-\*tr\(-\);

g) The suffix-accented counterpart of pánth-\(\text{a}/\text{path}/\text{pathi}-\) ‘path, road’ (for which see below), viz. *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2\rightarrow *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2\rightarrow S \text{mah}-\), *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2-\overline{V}\rightarrow W \text{mah}-\overline{V}, *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2-C\overline{C}\rightarrow \*\text{madzH}^\text{f}/C\overline{C}\rightarrow \*\text{mad}^\text{h}i-C\overline{C}\rightarrow \text{mah}-i-C\overline{C}\) ‘great, big\(\overline{23}\) with a secondarily developed nucleus in the preconsonantal weak stem, which, as far as its role in a mobile trimorphemic sequence was concerned, was synchronically identified with and began to function as the suffixal morpheme.

---

\(22\) As far as masculine man-stems are concerned, their hysterodynamic AC is mostly due to a synchronically productive polarisation between neuter action nouns (*ČČ-\(\text{m}\)) and their animate (masculine) internal holodynamic possessive derivatives (*ČČ-\(\text{m}\)- → *ČČ-\(\text{m}\)-).

\(23\) With the notable exception of the archaic, root-accented NAsg. ntr. má\(\text{hi}\) < *\(m\text{g}^h\text{H}_2-\theta\).
Newcomers:
a) All oxytone ablauting -ī- ~ -yā- stems, continuing PIE proterodynamic and mesodynamic *-iH₂/-iēH₂- derivatives\(^2\);
b) The originally probably acrostatic i-stem *rēH₁-i-/*rēH₁-i- (as in *rēk-i-/*rēk-i- ‘the said thing’) or, alternatively, *rōH₁-i-/*rēH₁-i- Ved. rayi-, W rā-y-ā°, M ray-ī-C° ‘goods’\(^2\) by reason of a secondary, laryngeal-induced accent shift by Lubotsky’s law;
c) Mobilised deadverbial (and, marginally, deadjectival) adjectives in -ā(N)c-, comprising all cases that start from a disyllabic -i-, -u- derivational base, regardless of the accent position in the simplex\(^2\).

§ 1.1.2.2. Non-marginally/Fully mobile patterns

VI. The holodynamic AC\(^2\)

a) The non-plural paradigm of secondarily mobilised acrostatic neuter heteroclites in *-s-/*n- with preserved suffix-accented ending-

\(^{24}\) Although, diachronically speaking, such stems are intrinsically columnar, given that the ablaut is limited to the suffixal part only, the synchronic system most likely recognised and treated them as inherently mobile (quasi *-ī- : *-y-‘), which finds some support in what to all appearances must be the old accentuation of the genitive plural (-ī-n-ām) found in a few residual forms (see Wackernagel/Debrunner 1930: § 89d, cf. Wackernagel/Debrunner 1954: § 6c\(^\circ\)). These can hardly be imitations based on the Gpl. of oxytone i-stems (-ī-n-ām), since otherwise the same oscillation would be expected in the other mesocolumnar i-class (and its ū-stem counterpart). Such genitives, however, must have early on relocated the accent to the suffixal part on analogy with the accentual profile of the preconsonantal stem (for this phenomenon as a precondition for the rise of the contact form kanīnām see the excursus).

\(^{25}\) The only exception is the root-accented Npl. rāyas, which in all reality represents a back formation, based on the Apl. rāyās, following the model of root nouns.

\(^{26}\) The sole exceptions to this rule being viśv-a(N)c- ‘facing different directions’ (surely under the influence of the regularly barytone compositional form viśu° and in opposition to its near-homophone and near-synonym viśvā°) and sv-ā(N)c- ‘turning easily’ to the secondarily adjectivised/adverbalised, synchronically properly prefixal sū < *H₁s-u- ‘a good thing’, again expectedly (and as opposed to, say, nī → nīya(N)c-) suffix-accented, given the synchronic fact that in compounds which inherently accent the first member su- regularly throws the ictus to the following member (and has effectively behaved so in *su-Hā(N)c⁷- as well).

\(^{27}\) Since this is a relic category, all its members are inherited.
less locatives (with the exception of ūdh-ar/ūdh-n- and āh-ar/āh-n-, for which see above):

- ásṛ-k, W as-n-Vô, Lsg. as-án(-i) ‘blood’ < *ās-ṛ-K-/as-n/-/as-án < *H₁̥esH₂-ṛ-/*H₁̥sH₃-ós ... */H₁̥sH₂-én ← PIE *H₁̥esH₂-ṛ-/ *H₁̥esH₂-n- (→ *H₁̥sH₂-én → *H₁̥sH₂-n-’28/*H₁̥sH₂-én
- yákṛ-t, W yak-n-Vo, Lsg. yak-án(-i) ‘liver’ < *ják-ṛ-T- (< *ják-ṛ-K-)/ *ják-n-’/ják-án < *iék-ṛ/-/ *k-n/-/*k-én ← PIE *H₁̥ék-ṛ-/ *H₁̥ék-n- (→ *H₁̥k̊-én- → *H₁̥k̊-n-’/ *H₁̥k̊-én
- śákṛ-t, W śak-n-Vo, Lsg. śak-án(-i) ‘excrement’ < *fák-ṛ-T- (<*fák-ṛ-K-)/*fak-n-’/fak-án < *kék-ṛ-/*k-k-én ← PIE *kók-ṛ-/*k-k-én- (→ *k-k-én- → *k-k-én’29
- (vĕār, udakā-)30, W ud-n-Vo, Lsg. ud-án(-i) ‘water’ < *ud-n’, *ud-én ← PIE *uód-r-/*yéd-n- (→ *u’d-én- ~ *ud-én- → *ud-n’);

b) The non-plural paradigm of the group of four relic PIE ablauting (proterodynamic?) sigmatic stems with the oblique stem secondarily characterised by an *-en- suffix, back-derived from the *en-locative:

- yūs, W yūs-n-ás, Lsg. yūs-án(-i) ‘broth’ < *júH-s-, W *iúH-s-n-’ (← Lsg. *iúH=s-én) ← *jėuH-s-/*iúH-s-’
- doṣ, W doṣ-n-ás, Lsg. doṣ-án(-i) ‘(upper) arm’ < *déu-s-/*ďu-s-n-’ (← Lsg. *ďuús-én) ← *déu-s-/*ďu-s-’
- *ās31 → āsya, W ās-n-ás, Lsg. ās-án(-i) ‘mouth’ < *H₁̥éH₃-s, W *H₁̥H₃-s-n’ (← Lsg. *H₁̥H₃-s-én) ← *H₁̥éH₃-s-’/ *H₁̥H₃-s-’

---

28 Such acrostatic weak stems were not stable in Proto-Indo-European and began early on to acquire secondary mobility (cf. Schindler 1975), first becoming descriptively proterodynamic on analogy with the endingless locative and thence, via this same case form, which structurally matched its counterpart within the corresponding holodynamic collective, end-accented.

29 Probably as a transposed form only (but cf. EWAia. II s.v.), šák-r-/n-almost certainly being originally identical to Hitt. š/zakkar ‘excrement’ &c. The diverging constitution of the root itself as reflected in Indo-Iranian seems to be due to either onomatopoeic or tabooistic distortion.

30 The NAsg. is suppletive in Vedic (as in the case of āsya- to ās-(a)n- ‘mouth’ and hūdaya-, beside archaic hārdī, to hṛd- ‘heart’) < *yēH-ṛ, *yed=ṇ-kó- (but see Lubotsky for a different proposal).

31 Forms like ās-ā (Lsg.) and ās-ās (Abl.sg.) are, given the Iranian data, most straightforwardly to be seen as archaisms (< *H₁̥H₃-s-’), although in theory they could also reflect what synchronically must have appeared as a root noun (the category which it also follows accentually) after an early (read: internally Indo-Aryan) paradigm split of ās-, ās-(a)n- → 1. ās-, → 2. āsya-, ās-(a)n-.
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śīras, W śīrṣ-n-ās, Lsg. śīrṣ-āṇ(-i) ‘head’ < *kṝs̄=H₂-es-, W *kṝ=H₂=s晨-W *kṝ=H₂-s-én) ← *kēr=H₂-s-/*kṝ=H₂-ēs-;

c) The non-plural paradigm of four nouns in a group of secondary -s-/n-heteroclites (the n-stem oblique again back-derived from the *en-locatives, reinterpreted as endingless locatives to nasal stems):
- āks-i-, W aks-n-ās, Lsg. aks-āṇ(i) ‘eye’ (by back formation from the NAd. *akʃ̄ < *H₃ ēk=H₁,32 reinterpreted as the NAd. of a short i-stem)
- āsth-i-, W asth-n-ās, Lsg. asth-āṇ(i) ‘bone’ < *H₂ést-H₂- (old collective)
- sákth-i-, W sakth-n-ās, Lsg. sakth-āṇ(i) ‘thigh(-bone)’ < *sekθt-H₂- (perhaps an old collective)
- dādh-i-, W dadh-n-ās, Lsg. dadh-āṇ(i) ‘sour milk’ < *dā-θH₁- < *θé-θH₁- ‘the thing that is repeatedly suckled out’ < ‘repeated suckling’;

d) Any inherited holodynamic stems with root-acentuation in the strong stem and retained root ablaut, of which there are only two survivors:
- pánthā- ‘path, road’, W path-V, M pathi-C < *pént-oH₂-/*pnt-H₂’, with the suffix in the middle stem attracting the accent because it developed a secondary nucleus (*pnt-H₂-C’ > *pθɨH-C’ > *pθɨ-C’ → pathi-C) by exactly the same principles that govern second-syllable accentuation in mah-i-C’ (see above);
β) járant-/jurat-V/C’/jurát-C’ ‘aged, old’ < *gəɾH₂-ont-/*ɣɾH₂-ŋt-.

§ 2. The rise of immobility

As can be observed from the disproportionately large membership within the acrocolumnar type (AC I), of which only the minority is in fact inherited as such (three old acrostatic stems and all PIE barytone immobiles), the greater majority of accentually inherently mobile stems inherited from Proto-Indo-European were obviously transformed in the prehistory of Vedic into synchronically static types of paradigmatic accent. This situation obtained by the following rule:

Any polysyllabic derived mobile stem with preserved (either original or levelled-in) root-acentuation in the strong forms

32 The *-s- is of course secondary on analogy with *ufi ‘ears’ < *H₂us=s-iH₁.
and concomitant stabilisation of root ablaut\textsuperscript{33} is automatically immobilised.

This accounts successfully for all the cases enumerated under the acrocolumnar type \textit{a} through \textit{f} and is expectedly inapplicable to any inner-paradigmatic situation in which the accent of the strong form was either not originally on the root or was relegated to the suffix in what was either a primarily proterodynamic pattern or a choice between the two possible accentuations (as in the case of holodynamic trisyllables)\textsuperscript{34}.

\section*{§ 3. Mobility patterns in trimorphemic stems}

Seen from the vantage point of the circumstances that must have obtained in the proto-language (as still reflected in the case of synchronic amphidynamics), the only really problematic feature of both hysterodynamic and holodynamic accentual contours is their looping curve, and that for the reason that such a pattern is simply atypical in a system that generally inherited the correlation between obliqueness and accent progression (basically amounting to the PIE synchronic rule that, intraparadigmatically, no weak form may be accented on a morpheme that lies to the left of the morpheme that receives the accent in the direct/strong cases – a principle, by the way, that is also observed in the case of the endingless locative). The standardised rule to accent the suffix (or at least what under structural principles functioned as a suffix) before “consonantal” terminations (-\textit{bh}° and -\textit{su}) in the case of derived nouns that otherwise accented the vocalic endings is typical of mobile \textit{r}-stems,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} Thus automatically inapplicable to cases such as \textit{jàrant-} and \textit{pánthā-}.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Note, however, that the rule does not apply to numerals, which show what Nielsen (2009: 391 and 395) rightly calls the “mixed” accent pattern (though note that, contrary to her view of things, none of the nominal stems actually belongs there), as is the case with \textit{cāta-sr}- ‘four’ (fem.) \textit{vs. cata-sf-C°}, \textit{náva} ‘nine’ \textit{vs. navá-C°} etc. This behaviour is purely analogical, however: \textit{pánc} ‘five’, \textit{náva} and \textit{dáśa} ‘ten’ simply follow \textit{saptá} ‘seven’ and \textit{aṣtā} ‘eight’ and thus, ultimately, \textit{aṣṭā}, on which both the former and the latter are based (\textit{saptá} as a rhyme-induced contamination and \textit{aṣṭā} as a crossbreed between the old form and the shape of the rest of this closely-knit group of numerals). The preconsonantal oblique \textit{cata-sf-C°}, on the other hand, is an accentual imitation of \textit{ti-sf-C°}, the difference between the accentuation in the NApL itself being inherited from Proto-Indo-European (*\textit{tri-sór-es} with an old accent shift by the *\textit{kṭētōres} rule \textit{→} *\textit{tri-sr-ēs} as against the quadrisyllabic *\textit{kṭē-sor-ēs} with inherent immunity to any such shift). \end{itemize}
nasal stems (including all cases of secondary n-stems, alongside the reinterpreted °hán-), non-columnar u-stems, nt-participles, the laryngeal stems mahā- and pānthā-, (on prediction) járant-, and suffix-accented adjectives in -ā(N)c-. Given the totality of members of this group, it appears that the rule would have applied to any mobile derived (i.e., possessing a suffix(oid)) stem that accented the ending in the weak stem; in other words those stems that retained their amphi- or hysterodynamicity in the domain of Rx-…-T[V°] and Sx-T[V°] respectively. What seems peculiar at first sight then is the flat curve of a) suffix-accented -v/mánt- stems, which do not accent the vocalic ending (there is no **-vat-ás etc.), and, to an extent even more surprisingly, b) perfect participle active, which was surely inherited as a holodynamic stem and should by any standard exhibit a hysterodynamic AC (with a Gsg. such as **-us-ás etc.).

The rise of the specifically Vedic hysterodynamic/holodynamic accentual contours is certainly to be sought, as was recently recognised by Keydana (fthc.), in the domain of those derived stems that regularly lost their nucleic substance in the suffixal part before terminations beginning with a vowel, which is, effectively, -r-, -n- and vocalic (theoretically, but factually only u-) stems. Since under these circumstances the last two morphemes were monosyllabic entities *-Cr-V°, *-(C)n-V°, *-w-V° and could be effectively perceived as “endings”, so that in synchronic terms such forms appeared to be essentially and to all purposes bimorphemic, the rule [IN WEAK CASES, ACCENT THE FIRST VOWEL OF THE ENDING] was extended to preconsonantal position, so that *-Cř-C°, *-(C)n-C° > *-Cř-C° and *-u-C° were automatically adjusted to *-Cř-C°, *-(C)á-C°, *-ú-C°, thus creating a sort of defective columnarity, in which, prevocally, the suffix simply failed to attract the accent35, much to the same effect as in the case of °hán-/°gn-V°/°há-. Note that this will also account for the otherwise rather peculiar behaviour of accented root nouns in polysyllabic structures (most commonly in compounds). If these were synchronically perceived as basically suffixal, their columnarity is immediately explicable as analogically based on the model obtained in derived mobiles (°CâC- vs. °CaC- → °CâC- vs. °CâC- just like and, indirectly, exactly because under different structural circumstances °Cár/N- vs. °Cr/N- vs. °Cř/a- → °Cár/N- vs. °Cř/N- vs. °Cř/á-). This innovation then automatically

---

35 Cf. Keydana, op. cit., for a slightly different scenario and Nielsen 2009: 380–381, who essentially seems to have a similar reasoning in mind; Wackernagel/Debrunner 1954: §6a, however, is on the wrong track.
spread to all derived stems that synchronically accented the vocalic ending in the weak stem, thus encompassing the nt-participles, the laryngeal stems mahā- and pánthā-, járant-, and deadverbal adjectives in -á(N)c- (which conveniently possessed a nucleic *-Hak- < *-H₃kʰ- by vocalic restitution in the heavy cluster that arose in preconsonantal position).

The puzzling case of the perfect participle, then, which, contrary to theoretically predictable circumstances, exhibits a fully mesocolumnar AC, is effortlessly solved. Taken with the equally problematic pattern of the -v/mánt- adjectives, the former category is in fact a *forma facilior* (as already hinted at above): since active present participles had borrowed the pattern of -vánt-stems in their middle case-forms [stage 1] (see Repanšek 2019: 930–933 for the exact mechanism under which the two paradigms were synchronised), they expectedly also harmonised their originally hysterodynamic contour (the latter having been already achieved by the just discussed rule of accent retraction in the middle cases [stage 2]) with the immobile pattern (-v/mánt- : -v/mát-V° : -v/mát-C°) of their second-hand model [stage 3]:

PIIr. *-CC-wās- : *-CC-uṣ-V° : *-CC-uṣ-C° ( < PIE *-CéC-uos- : *-CC-uṣ-)

→ stage 1 *-CC-wāNs- : *-CC-uṣ-V° : *-CC-wāt-C°

→ stage 2 *-CC-wāNs- : *-CC-uṣ-V° : *-CC-wāt-C°

→ stage 3 *-CC-wāNs- : *-CC-uṣ-V° : *-CC-wāt-C°.

Our *forma difficiliores*, then, are really the “oxytone” -v/mánt-stems, since at first sight it is rather unclear why there should exist no difference between the attested behaviour of the latter group of adjectives and the nt-participle. In other words, why -v/mant- stems fail to display a hysterodynamic accentual curve. This finds an easy enough answer, however. The aberrancy, as it turns out, has nothing to do in fact with the innovation seen in derived mobiles in resonant-final stems and its spread to the nt-participle. The crucial difference between the two categories is, namely, that the former – when mobile at all (i.e., derived from mobile presents and aorists) – are inherently suffix-accented, while -v/mant-stems are fundamentally root-accented formations36; suffixal accentuation in that category being bound to very specific phonological circumstances, so that it only ever occurs if the derivational base itself was a disyllabic oxytone -i-, -ú-, -(á)r-, or -án- stem (e.g., paśu-: pašu-mánt- ‘rich in

36 This has very tentatively been suggested already by Nielsen 2009: 388, ft. 15.
cattle; connected to cattle’, agni-: agni-vánt- ‘having fire in its vicinity’, *raHí- → re-vánt- ~ rayi-vánt- ‘rich (in goods)’, pūṣañ-: pūṣañ-vánt- ‘accompanied by Pūṣañ’, mātár-: mātṛ-mánt- ‘having a mother’, see Wackernagel/Debrunner 1954: §709). That is to say: the accent rests under normal circumstances on the derivational base, but is automatically relegated to the following syllable if the accented part of the derivational base was an accented resonant or an approximant – a category of segmental phonemes that would regularly lose their nucleic accent-bearing core whenever pre-vocalic (*-i-[accented]V- > -y-V[+accented]_, *-r-[accented]V- > -r-V[+accented]_ etc.), and by rule-transference behaved so in preconsonantal position as well whenever they were part of derivational bases or compounds. This rule is plainly observable in several other contexts, most prominently in Bahuvrīhis, which tend to accent the B-member of a compound whenever the first member is a disyllabic -i- or -u-stem adjective (but there are many exceptions to this, the rule only being fully systematic in the case of puru° and bahu°), in comparatives and superlatives in the case of adjectival u-stems as derivational bases, and in Tatpuruṣas with a second member in -ta-, which under normal circumstances regularly accent the A-member but fail to do so whenever the latter is an -i-, -u-, -(a)r-, or -an-stem (which basically amounts to saying that they do accent the A-member yet the accent is immediately thrown back to B)\textsuperscript{37}. From this it follows that the accentual contour of -v/mánt- ~ -v/mát-V° ~ -v/mát-C° is nothing but the result of accent-transference by one syllable, which then happens to be the suffix, resulting in the accentual paradigm’s mesocolumnarity.

The only category that still requires its share of attention, then, is the group of originally deadverbal adjectives in -a(N)c-, purely for the reason that the category is, just like the -v/mant- possessives, accentually non-uniform (pace Matzinger apud Lühr 2008: 243, deficiently quoting Wackernagel/Debrunner 1954: §60). As it emerges from the classification in §1., these are mostly immobile, be it acro- or mesocolumnar, which will logically depend on the structure and the accent-placement in the derivational base (acrocolumns: úd ~ úd-a(N)c- ‘facing upwards’, ápa ~ ápā(N)c- ‘facing backwards’, párā ~ párā(N)c- ‘facing away’, prá ~ prā(N)c- ‘facing forward’, ní ~ nīya(N)c- ‘facing downwards’, viṣu- ~

\textsuperscript{37} Pace Nielsen 2009: 388, these shared morphophonemic peculiarities do not in any way point to the fact that -a(n)c- formations were necessarily possessive compounds.
visva(N)c- ‘facing in all directions’; mesocolumnars: *arvā ~ arvā(N)c- ‘turned hither’, adharā ~ adharā(N)c- ‘facing downwards’, satrā ~ satrā(N)c- ‘turned towards the same goal’, višva- → viśvā° ~ viśvā(N)c- ‘facing every direction’, devā- ~ devā(N)c- ‘turned towards the gods’, asmatrā ~ asmatrā(N)c- ‘turned towards us’, cf. Scarlata 1999: 17–33 for further attestations), while disyllabic -i- and -u- stems, regardless of their accent, behave exactly like °hán- compounds. Given that it was obviously the structural conditions that were relevant for the selection of one or the other pattern and that these again superficially match the formal prerequisites for a shift in the accentual contour that turned out to be relevant in the case of -v/mant-stems38, it is to be concluded as given that -a(N)c- stems were either a) inherently immobile derivatives and that the hysterodynamic AC in the few cases that fulfill the requirements for suffix/ending accentuation is secondary, or b) primarily mobile formations and that cases such as práti ~ praty-á(N)c- ‘turned towards’, ánu ~ anv-á(N)c- ‘coming up from behind, following’, purú- ~ purv-á(N)c- ‘seeming to be plentiful’, ḥjū- ~ ḥjv-á(N)c- ‘moving straightforward’, śviti° ~ śvity-á(N)c- ‘seeming to be bright’, dádhī ~ dadhy-á(N)c- ‘turned (in attention) towards sour milk’, *tirī° ~ tiry-á(N)c- ‘transverse’, sam-y-á(N)c- ‘facing the same direction’, sú ~ sv-á(N)c- ‘turning easily’ (see above for the explanation of this seeming exception) etc. are in fact the only survivors of the original situation.

Given that all the above instances (including the very marginally attested passively interpretable cases) are, seen etymologically, verbal governing compounds in *-H₃ek°- ‘looking’ → ‘facing/being turned towards’ (the -n- of the strong cases being clearly secondary) and that these without exception stress their second members in Vedic, it seems that the right view of things must be the one that matches the scenario implied under b) and that in the case of -a(N)c- “derivatives” the accent was regularly relegated to the derivational base unless the base itself was an -i-, -u- (-a)r-, -an-) disyllable or an element that would in a compound have automatically thrown the

---

38 The reason that it is only in the latter category that also -(a)r- and -an- will normally feature as stem-suffixes of a derivational base with these same inclinations lies in the banal fact that we simply do not have any structurally corresponding adverbs and neither does any of the adjectives/nouns attested in this category belong to r- or the nasal stems, so that the seemingly narrower conditioning is coincidental and therefore entirely superficial.
accent back to the second member (as in the case of $su^\circ$), a situation reminiscent of, say, Tatpurusas of the \[...-i/-u-\]–\[...-tar-\]+acc. type. This can actually be proved on the basis of Avestan, which clearly attests to originally second-member accentuation in such adjectives, even in the case of monosyllabic -i-stems, where Vedic decidedly exhibits the immobilised type. There are very few deadverbal adjectives in -a(ṇ)c- attested in Avestan and as far as the pre-vocalic strong stem is concerned, it is exactly niiânc-, the equivalent of Ved. nyañc-, that appears to be the sole survivor of the original category. The equation, however, is not perfect, since niiânc- (cf. Npl. niiânc-ō < *niียนʧ-ah) displays the reflex of what seems to be the “lengthened” grade, which looks as if the derivative simply generalised the suffixal form from the contexts which underwent regular contraction (*$\text{o}a$-H Hank/č- > *$\text{o}ank/č$-). There is a better solution to this apparent aberrancy, however. Given that Young Avestan systematically syncopates all unaccented inherited *i.j sequences with concomitant compensatory lengthening, realised on a following, accented short a (*$a$ > ā / i>0__, as in, e.g., vīādar’səm < *wi.j-ā-darsam ‘I saw clearly’ etc.), what we have in niiânc- is in fact a perfectly regular development *ni-H åntf- > *niียนʧ- > *niียนʧ- > *niiânc- (by late-Avestan *$c$i > $C$i) = niiânc-, assuring for the Proto-Índo-Iranian stage a *ni-H åntf- rather than pointing to **ni-H åntf-, which must then, one way or another, be an innovation of Vedic alone. This would also explain why it is both oxytone and barytone (!) -i- and -u- stems that shift the accent: if the accent was not in fact shifted but only remained on the suffixal part in such cases by associating the inherited structure with the likes of agni-vánt- or puru-rápa- & c., Cá Ci/u- and CaCi/ú- first members would be equally treated, since here the nucleic ending was analogically eliminated by regularising the Sievers-type sequences to reflect the desyllabified vocalic ending of the derivational base, followed by what was synchronically an -a(ṇ)c/k- suffix: *prati-Hâ(n)ʧ$\bar{c}$k- > *pratiâ(n)ʧ$\bar{c}$k- ≠ **prati-â(n)ʧ$\bar{c}$k-, therefore → prati-â(n)ʧ$\bar{c}$k-. If so, the mobile pattern displayed by Ved. -ânc- ~ $c$-V$\circ$ ~ âk-C$\circ$ ← *-Håtf- ~ *-Håf$\bar{c}$-V$\circ$ ~ *-Hâk-C$\circ$ ← *-H$_3$k$\bar{c}$-V$\circ$ ~ *-H$_3$k$\bar{c}$-C$\circ$ is then exactly that of *-g$\bar{h}$án- ~ *-g$\bar{h}$n-V$\circ$ ~ *-g$\bar{h}$dá-C$\circ$ ‘killing, destroying’ ← *-g$\bar{h}$én- ~ *-g$\bar{h}$n-V$\circ$ ~ *-g$\bar{h}$n-C$\circ$, both with consistent adaptation to the new, defectively columnar AC$^{39}$. The reason for the secondary relegation of the accent to the derivational base in the case of immobile -a(ṇ)c- formations was the inevitable conse-

$^{39}$ But see Keydana, fihc., for a drastically different view.
quence of morphological and semantic/functional obscuration of the
governing compound and its synchronic reinterpretation as a
derivative – a process that might have started off in ambiguous cases
such as \( \text{prā(ā)n)c/k-} = *\text{pra-ā(n)c/k-} \parallel = \text{prā-a(ā)n)c/k-} < *\text{pra-Hā(n)tfkf-}.

**Excursus: The case of kan'yan-**

The noun \( \text{kan'yan-} \) ‘a (young) girl’ can on the evidence of the
few residual forms such as Nsg. \( \text{kanyā} \), Asg. \( \text{kanyánām} \) ←
\( *\text{kanyānam} < *\text{kani̞janam} \) and the weak stem \( \text{kanin-} \) be securely said
to have been mesocolumnar in (Early) Vedic. Given its etymological
profile\(^{40}\), however, the expected AC should actually have surfaced
as hysterodynamic: Nsg. \( *\text{kñni-H₂én} \) > *\( \text{kani̞j-Ā} \), Asg. \( *\text{kñni-H₂én-m} \) > *\( \text{kani̞j-án-am} \), prevocalic oblique \( *\text{kñni-H₂ēn-} \) > *\( \text{kani̞n-} \) (the
middle stem is unattested but would surely have been \( *\text{kñni-H₂y-C} \) > *\( \text{kani̞j-á-C} \)). But the source of the noun’s obviously secondary
accentual pattern is not difficult to find: the only actually attested
pre-vocalic oblique in the extant corpus is the genitive plural
\( \text{kaninām} \), and it is exactly here (where due to the remodelling in the
domain of the synchronically vocalic stems the synchronic rules of
accent positioning were most fragile) that this unique and solitary
representative of its inherited hysterodynamic paradigm with
laryngeal-induced allomorphy must have first coalesced with the
only other synchronic type available that exhibited the same
peculiarity in exchanging prevocalic \( *-iṇ̃- \) for preconsonantal \( *-r- \), so
that it was the mesocolumnar feminine \( ō \)-stems that upon the
coalescence of the genitival forms \( *\text{kaninām} \) → regularised to
\( *\text{kaninām} \), since both synchronically existing stems that at the same
time also exhibited a preconsonantal -\( ō \)-, i.e., the mesocolumnar =
\( \text{puruśi}-\text{type} \) and the mobile \( ō \)-stems, must at this stage have had a
steady -\( ō \) in the Gpl.) will have exerted the pressure towards
regularising \( *\text{kani̞j-án-} \) to \( *\text{kani̞j-an-} = \text{kan'yan-} \) (\( \text{puruśinām} : \text{kaninām} = \text{puruśi-V}: x \Rightarrow \text{kanin-V} \)) and then induce subsequent
immobilisation of the weak stem also outside of the genitive plural,
so that \( *\text{kanin-} \text{V} \) → \( \text{kanin-V} \) (\( \text{puruśi-V}: \text{kaniiV} = \text{puruśiC}: x \Rightarrow \text{kanīC} \)).

---

\(^{40}\) See, e.g., Pinault 2000: 96ff. (with a different reconstruction as regards
the first member).
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